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Got

CLE?

The
Texas Association of Legal Professionals
Does!

FREE

SAVE
THE
DATES

8/10/22 - 12:00 Ct
David Eskew with the Texas Secretary of State
Learn about filing tips and resources that will make your transactions with the
SOS easier and more predictable, hear updates on notable legislation, and SOS
system modernization initiative

11/9/22 - 12:00 Ct
2/15/23 - 12:00 Ct
TOPICS TO BE DETERMINED
learn and earn 1.0 hour of CLE credit.
Please let me know what topics you want
ALSO A HALF-DAY SEMINAR IS IN THE WORKS
DO YOU WANT A SUPER CLE SATURDAY COVERING ONE TOPIC?
OR
SEVERAL TOPICS?
Please contact Marty S. Olson, PP, PLS, TSC-Re at
molson@craincaton.com with comments
June/July 2022
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The Ethics of Professionalism and Coworkers
By: Diane M. Stanley, RP Emeritus
Most people enjoy being part of a team, particularly one that works well together. After all,
everyone on the legal team has an important role to play in getting the work completed. It is easy
to work well with people with whom you get along. We often develop friendly and sometimes
close relationships with some coworkers. Having those relationships makes working together fun
and often more productive.
When everyone does their part and gets along well, things are great. But what about when things
are not running smoothly? Or when personalities clash?
There are many ways coworkers may make work more difficult. Although contemplating doing
something ugly in return or daydreaming about smacking some sense into them may seem
satisfying, there are better and more professional ways to deal with problematic coworkers.
Unfortunately, complaining about a coworker is unlikely to get the desired result and often makes
the person complaining seem petty and unwilling to work with others. Instead, you may need to
try a different approach.
If your coworker’s actions are affecting your ability to do your job, such as making you wait for
information you need, discuss it with the coworker and attempt to resolve the issue. If nothing
changes, then you should alert your supervisor. While not making any disparaging comments about
your coworker, advise your supervisor that your coworker is not getting you the information you
need. Confirm that you have discussed the matter with your coworker and tried to resolve the issue
but were not successful. By focusing on how the situation is preventing you from doing your job,
rather than personal differences, your supervisor will be much more inclined to step in to address
the problem.
Sometimes a coworker just seems to dislike you, and often you have no idea why, and they make
the working environment difficult. Perhaps it is jealousy, or an imagined slight. Although it is
often a good idea to ask someone directly what the issue is, coworkers with negative attitudes
toward others often refuse to discuss the issue or deny any problem exists. In these situations, the
best approach is to change your relationship with that coworker.
A good way to begin trying to change your relationship with someone who appears not to like you
is to ask their advice or opinion about something. It can be work related, but often it is better to
pick a topic that is an interest of theirs. For example, perhaps your coworker loves collecting
certain items, or enjoys bird watching. Tell your coworker that your friend (it can be an imaginary
friend) is interested in getting started with that activity and you are seeking recommendations.
Perhaps your coworker will only give you minimal information. If that happens, you can ask a
couple of brief follow-up questions, then sincerely thank your coworker for the information. A few
days later, let your coworker know that your friend appreciated the information and is going to
take your coworker’s suggestion.
The next step may be to ask your coworker for their opinion on something at work, perhaps the
firm’s holiday schedule or new software. Anything will do as long as the topic isn’t too
controversial. Follow that with stopping by to tell your coworker a brief funny or interesting story
(work related or not). You don’t even have to wait for their response. Just finish by saying you
thought your coworker might enjoy the story or think it was interesting, then wish them a good
day. If you have a chance, doing occasional small favors for your coworker such as bringing them
their print job or a package that was delivered to the receptionist is also quite helpful. It does take
quite a bit of time, but by using this method most people will eventually become much friendlier.
June/July 2022
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Whatever the situation, remember that the absolute last thing any supervisor wants to address is a
complaint, particularly about a coworker. Even if your complaint is valid, if it isn’t directly
affecting your ability to do your job, your supervisor will likely view you negatively, rather than
your coworker.
Of course, before criticizing their coworkers, paralegals should examine their own behavior.
Hopefully you are not guilty of any unprofessional and unethical actions such as:
•
•
•
•
•

padding your time
blaming someone else for your error
taking credit for someone else’s work or idea
gossiping
trying to police others who do not report to you.

No matter how difficult a coworker is, no one should ever be able to tell by your actions what your
feelings are about that coworker. Above all, never let anyone else’s behavior or actions cause you
to behave less than professionally. That is the sign of a true professional.

Jerri Locknane, Chair

It is my privilege to serve as chair of the TALP Hugs committee again this year.
Through TALP Hugs, we share information among the distribution list members
about others who may need a card, a phone call, or other special attention. It may be
that they are going through an illness or a death in
the family or it could be a joyous occasion such
as a marriage or the arrival of a new grandchild.
Whatever the occasion, the information shared
comes from the member or someone close to the
member.
Participation and inclusion in the distribution is
strictly voluntary. Because we changed our host
last year, the original Hugs list was lost and we are beginning again with the TALP
e-distribution list. Going forward, the TALP Hugs distribution list will be separate
from the TALP e-distribution list and will be maintained separately. Should you
wish to be removed from (or included in) the Hugs distribution, all you need to do
is contact me at hugs@talp.org and let me know.
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Where’s Your Spirit?

Believe . . . Achieve . . . Succeed!
Accelerating Into the Future
Best Foot Forward
Bringing Excellence to the Game
Catch the Spirit!
Committed to Excellence!
Engage . . . Inspire . . . Enhance . . . Promote
We’ve Got Spirit!
Knowledge Is Power!
Excellence in Professionalism
Leadership Is Magical
The Best of the Best
Maximizing Your Potential
Together We’re Better
A job worth doing is worth doing right
Soaring Into Excellence!
If you want to add to the list, send your suggestions to:
Diane M. Stanley, RP Emeritus
Texas ALP President
dianetalp@gmail.com
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I’M A LEADER! ARE YOU?
By: Barbara S. Akins, PLS
I’m a leader! Are you? That statement is pretty audacious, but then I have a willingness to take
surprisingly bold risks. Leaders do!
At 17 I joined a group with a goal to become President. I accomplished that and, as a result, I
received travel and educational benefits far beyond what I had ever experienced. That was my
beginning. Let today, right now, be your beginning.
But first, let’s talk about mistakes and failures because we need to get those two topics off the
table.
We all make mistakes. Remember that the leaders before you made mistakes. Perhaps you did
not know it, or maybe you did. Did the knowledge of that mistake let that define that person as a
leader? Surely not and unless it was a really bad mistake, do we even remember? If you make a
mistake remember it and don’t do it again. Remember it and use it to make you better. Mistakes
are effective teachers.
Everyone, everyone fails at something. I’ve had so many failures in my life I decided to stop
counting. But I’ve learned from those moments. So, what does failure have to do with being a
leader? EVERYTHING! Got that? We all fail. So, what? You get up, brush yourself off, and you
move on. Failure is your partner in growth. It doesn’t define you. It refines you.
Now that we’ve got that out of the way, let’s move on to some paths to leadership.
•

BELIEF: Believe you can be a leader. It takes learning, watching current leaders,
and participation. Grit is not something you develop--you are born with it. The key
is to remember you’ve always had it. Be fearless and brave. Talkers talk, doers
do. Be a doer. Have faith in yourself.

•

Be Attentive: Show interest; create a conducive climate for sharing, and find the
best solutions with everyone’s input. Be positive. Be honest and encourage
candor. Help members understand that whatever happens, nothing is lost. You
can bounce back. Believe in your team. Mutual respect is critical to any team. You
may not select those team members, but a great leader takes advantage of the
strengths of the team and achieves shared goals.

•

Confidence: Be aware of your responsibilities and your belief that you can
accomplish the goals of the association. Admit that you don’t have all the answers.
Asking for help is not a lack of confidence, it’s a sign of a leader. Find the answer.
Stars shine the brightest in the darkness; positive people shine the most through
adversity.

•

Responsibility: Be accessible and available. Dwight Eisenhower said:
“Leadership is the art of getting someone else to do something you want done
because he wants to do it.” Leaders develop and motivate others to become
leaders. They delegate, allow members to grow, and takes advantage of
everyone’s strengths.
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•

Integrity: A leader is the face of the association. Do what you are supposed to do.
Make sound decisions. Reflect the values of the association. Be yourself. Take
advantage of your uniqueness. Israelmore Aylvor said “You don’t lead people by
what you say to them, you lead them by what they see you do. True leaders are
self-leaders.”

•

Communication: You need to be sure the members hear your message, but
remember, members need to know that they can be heard as well. Clarify, simplify,
and focus your actions. Identify what matters most. Compliment your members.
Point out problems in a positive manner. Listen more.

•

Setting Goals: Set goals and above all, don’t keep the goals to yourself. Share
them with your team members. Absence of sharing can lead to unhappy members
who will quickly lose interest and direction. Be adaptable to changing goals as
needed to accomplish the ultimate goal. Remember there is more than one right
way to do something.

•

Empathy: Everyone is different. Be kind, be consistent. Don’t hold grudges. Focus
on your future and don’t fight about the past. It just makes you old! People connect
to you most when you are being authentic and vulnerable. Praise more than you
criticize.

Remember what you learned from past leaders. What made them good leaders? Can you improve
on what they did?
There are lots of great people in the world. Be an encourager and you’ll find them and they will
find you. Don’t worry about your greatness in the future. Just be great today.
Franklin D. Roosevelt said “The only limit to our realization of tomorrow will be our doubts of today.
Let us move forward with strong and active faith.”
I encourage you to show a willingness to take surprisingly bold risks and become a leader.
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Please visit the NALS Website
for more detailed information:
www.nals.org
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CONGRATULATIONS!
Texas ALP Legal Professional of the Year for 2021-2022
EMILY FOLSOM

I have been working in the legal field since 2015. I have worked on administrative, intellectual
property, and civil law cases. I can truly say that I absolutely love my job and the people that I
get to meet to grow my network.
My husband and I will be celebrating our 14th anniversary. My husband retired in 2019 after
serving 22 years in the military. We have two kids, Logan age 12 and Hailey age 10. They are
both avid football and soccer players. My family is the reason that I strive to do my absolute
best. To show them that hard work and dedication can lead to a rewarding career.
Being a part of this Association has been an amazing experience. I have learned so much in my
short time as a member. The connections that I am making are truly going to last a lifetime. The
TALP members have been some of the people that I see as proud and upstanding members of the
legal profession. Therefore, I am truly privileged to be this year’s Legal Professional of the Year.
“Ability is of little account without opportunity.” ~ Lucille Ball
Emily

Believe. . .Achieve. . .Succeed!
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MENTORING AWARD
Carol Gutierrez
First of all, thank you, Members of Texas ALP, for bestowing upon me such an important
award. This award truly means a lot to me because I have had the opportunity to learn from some
of the best mentors. I am now able to pay it forward and give back to the community and to our
association, so I would like to dedicate this award to those mentors in my life who have shared
their brilliance with me throughout my journey and helped shape me into the person I am today.
From as far back as I can remember, I have always been drawn to the legal profession. In
fact, during a work-study program that I attended in college I was required to get a job, so I did.
It was my first job in the legal field working for a solo practitioner. I knew absolutely nothing.
His practice focused on family law and that’s how I got my feet wet. As I moved on to bigger
firms, I was introduced to a wide variety of practice areas. In my current job, my attorney works
in commercial litigation, appeals and appellate law, labor and employment, and employment
practices liability. We have worked together since we both started at the firm 13 years ago. In
addition to supporting him in his practice, I am also the Recruiting Coordinator for our Firm, so I
change hats throughout the year and he understands the demands of both sides of my job.
While my attorney is always supportive of my involvement with the association, he is
also one of my mentors and a great teacher. He treats everyone with respect no matter what title
they hold. He shows compassion and kindness, maintains his integrity, is humble to the core, and
has genuine empathy for others and their situations. These traits have definitely rubbed off on me
and are a constant reminder of how important it is to treat each other with respect.
I would be remiss if I did not also
give credit to our association for giving me
the opportunity to grow both personally and
professionally. I have benefitted from
numerous leadership opportunities that have
guided me along the way. I would not be the
person I am today without my involvement
in this association.
Mentoring others comes naturally to
me because I want to help others succeed
and learn as I did. I love being part of a
team and collaborating with others to
accomplish a goal.
If I can help someone, I will. I don’t mind paying it forward and I believe that everyone
else would do the same.
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The Bar
SALTED CARAMEL WHITE RUSSIAN
1 oz Vodka
1 oz Bailey’s Salted Caramel Irish Cream
1 oz Amaretto
3 oz Half & Half or Milk
Stripe a glass with caramel syrup and add ingredients.
You can also fill a shaker with ice, mix the 4
ingredients in the shaker, mix it up and strain it into a
glass.
Michelle McDaniel’s Specialty at the Annual
Conference (Lola, Jerri, and Michelle pictured).
WATERMELON MARGARITA
Summer’s coming…this should cool us all down:
24 Watermelon Jolly Ranchers or 1 cup of mashed watermelon, seeds removed
3 cups silver tequila
1 ½ cup lime juice
¾ cup simple syrup
Ice
Crush Jolly Ranchers and put them into the tequila and allow to melt (if using fresh watermelon,
just add in the tequila, simple syrup, and lime juice). Once the Jolly Ranchers have melted, add
simple syrup and lime juice. Add to blender, fill with ice, blend to slush. Add a slice of lime and
watermelon and enjoy!
LA BAMBA
2 oz. Tequila
1 oz. Triple Sec or Grand Mariner
2 oz. Pineapple Juice
2 oz. Fresh Orange Juice
½ to 1 oz. Grenadine
Combine all but grenadine in a shaker with ice. Mix it up and strain into a chilled glass. Pour in
grenadine and the rimmer is optional…..
YUM….ENJOY!
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CELEBRATE YOUR SPIRIT!
Individuals
Local Associations
TALP
NALS
(aka “It Ain’t Braggin’ If It’s True!”)

Share your local association news!
Just send your stories and brags to
lgentry@hkwwlaw.com
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El Paso ALP received its charter on September 19, 1968
Waco LPA received its charter on September 22, 1956

CHAPTER BRAG: AUSTIN LPA
Austin LPA is keeping its doors open with the following LOYAL members:
Theresa Ann Alba, PLS
Amber Alexander
Scotti Beam, PP
Patti Heaney, PLS
Laura Jimenez
Alexis Montgomery, PP, PLS, TSC-CL
Thao Nguyen
Patricia Nuhn, PLS
Ann Pettigrew, PP
Gay Polk
Laurie Quiroz
Zoe Watson
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CHAPTER BRAG: AUSTIN LPA

Thank you for your HARD WORK!!
Patricia Nuhn, PLS
Texas ALP Secretary 2021-2022

and Thank you
Theresa Ann Alba, PLS
Texas ALP Secretary 2022-2023

for following in Patricia’s footsteps………
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CHAPTER BRAG: CORPUS CHRISTI ALP

Congratulations to the 2022-2023 Officers for CCALP

CORPUS CHRISTI ASSOCIATION
OF LEGAL PROFESSIONALS
2022-2023 OFFICERS
Rosaura Salinas
President
Lisa Castaneda
President-Elect
Diana (“Dee”) Martinez
Vice-President
Sharon Heinaman
Secretary
Judge Martha Huerta
County Court at Law No. 5
Installation Officer
(
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CHAPTER BRAG: LUBBOCK LPA
CELEBRATION AND INSTALLATION
April 19, 2022
2022-2023
Board of Directors
Back Row:
Blake Walterscheid,
Emily Walterscheid,
Glenda Fuqua,
Sylvia Juarez, and
Angela Gschwend
Front Row:
Carrie Nevarez,
Barb Sucsy,
Lola Smith-Gentry, and
Jerri Locknane
Emily was presented her TALP Past
President’s pin, gifts from TALP, and gifts
from LLPA.
Yes, it takes teamwork! Jerri had to take
over the pinning.

BOSSES’ NIGHT 2021-2022
May 20, 2022
Boss of the Year—John Grace
Legal Professional of the Year—Sylvia Juarez
Mentor—Jerri Locknane
Inspiration—Lola Smith-Gentry
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CHAPTER BRAG: Lubbock LPA
Two Members graduate from South Plains College!
Anjelica Tuttle

•
•
•
•

SPC’s Outstanding Student in Paralegal Studies,
4.0 GPA,
South Plains College’s President’s List, Graduated with honors,
Theta Kappa Honors Society (top 10% of students in the college)

All while working full-time, taking 18 credit hours, being a wife to an amazing husband and a mom
to 4 human babies and 3 fur babies, and coaching her daughter’s soccer team.

Nicole Price

The family photo left to right, Freda Bartlett, Jalie Jenkins (daughter), Nicole, Mike Bartlett (in
back), and Jeremy Bartlett (fiancé). The picture of me receiving diploma is with Robin
Satterwhite, Ed.D. – President of South Plains College. Nicole missed the commencement
ceremony in May as family was in Washington, DC for Police Week, honoring Joshua Bartlett
(Lubbock Officer killed in the line of duty). So with the help of some special family friends, the
college was more than happy to give Nicole her own mini ceremony so she could receive her
diploma!
June/July 2022
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CHAPTER BRAG: LUBBOCK LPA
Congratulations Mr. & Mrs. Cofield!

May 28, 2022

Daniele Mitchell was the recipient of Texas ALP’s Legal Professional of the Year in 2014.
Daniele grew up in Eastland. When she moved to Lubbock, she worked for Trey Poage in criminal
defense for about seven years, then moved to the District Clerk’s Office as a criminal court clerk
of the 140th District Court. Daniele was very active with Lubbock Legal Professional Association
and Texas ALP. She and I attended various conferences together, where she met many of TALP
members.
Daniele met Mike sometime in 2016 (total guess). After a few years
together they decided to move to Corsicana, Texas. Daniele went to
work for the Ellis County Clerk. She recently made the job move to
Oil City Iron Works, Inc. as a shipping clerk. Not sure this is
Daniele’s dream job, but she is close to her significant other and no
more long travels to and from work. I was honored to be invited and
attended Daniele and Mike’s wedding during the Memorial Day
weekend. It was great to witness this couple be married. It was
definitely a non-traditional wedding. They had their wedding in their
backyard with lots of friends. I have never seen Daniele happier than
that night when surrounded by all her and Mike’s children,
grandchildren, mom, brother, and friends. The fun included great
food, lots of drinks, singing, and laughing. I was able to hang out with our President Diane Stanley.
My friend, Daniele Mitchell, is now Daniele Cofield! Congratulations to Daniele and Mike as they
tied the knot on May 28, 2022!
By: Sylvia Juarez
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CHAPTER BRAG: WACO LPA
The Waco chapter may be small in number, but it is mighty in leadership. Waco LPA was
chartered in September 1956. This past year was a year of accomplishments by four of
our members.
Julie Abernathy, PP, PLS, was elected President of the National
Association for Legal Support Professionals (NALS). Julie has served
as a national director since 2020. During her three-year term, she has
seen many changes to NALS. Julie previously served NALS as its
president in 2009-2010. Julie retired from Sheehy, Lovelace & Mayfield
PC on December 31, 2019. She now resides in Hamilton, Texas.
Laura DeLeon was recently installed as Texas Association of Legal
Professionals' (TALP) treasurer. Laura has also served TALP as its Nominations &
Elections chair and recently as its Awards Chair. Laura has been a member of Waco LPA
for roughly 9 years and she has shown her leadership locally in various capacities,
including as its president, treasurer, and director. Laura is a personal injury paralegal at
Zimmerman, Cotner, Ressetar, Bennett & Lane, PC.
Emily Folsom was recently honored as TALP's Legal
Professional of the Year for 2021-22. Emily currently serves
Waco LPA as its Treasurer. Emily is employed as a litigation
paralegal at Pakis, Giotes, Page & Burleson, P.C. Emily is a
fairly new member of Waco LPA, having joined in 2019. In
those 2.5 short years, she has shown her dedication and
commitment to her profession. Her insight and technology
skills are valuable to not only her employer, but to our
Association as well.
Donna K. Dendy, PP, PLS was recently honored as Waco
LPA's Legal Professional of the Year. Donna is employed at
Pakis, Giotes, Page & Burleson, P.C. and has been their
estate planning/probate paralegal for 26 years. Donna has
served in numerous capacities in NALS, TALP, and Waco
LPA, including president at all three levels. Donna currently served Waco LPA as its
president.
Our members are appreciative of our
outstanding members and know they will
continue to give many more years of
leadership and experience to our tri-level
associations.
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JUST A NOTE!
Hey ya’ll—
Here we go—another year! Each year brings new and exciting things for us. I cannot wait
to see what this year has in store!
I want to give a BIG shout out to Houston for the annual conference. It was so awesome
to see everyone in-person. I saw some familiar faces and I saw new faces. Boy, I sure did miss
that, and I cannot wait to see you again. I think we all deserved that party. I hope that you are
planning to come to Corpus Christi in April for the 2023-2024 conference. CCALP is working
hard to bring you a one-of-a-kind experience.
Always remember that we NEED you! Our members are the most valuable thing TALP
has and we would not be here without you!
Michelle McDaniel
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Texas Docket
Advertising
The Docket Advertising Committee is seeking advertisers for each issue of
The Texas Docket. Do you know of a vendor that would like to establish a
statewide network of Texas ALP members for its product or service or
enhance its company’s name awareness by using this high-profile
advertising option to achieve greater exposure to preeminent Texas legal
professionals? If so, please provide the below information to the vendor or
provide the contact information to The Texas Docket editor, Lola SmithGentry, at lgentry@hkwwlaw.com.
Ad Options
Full Page (9 h x 7 w)
Half Page Horizontal (4.5 h x 7 w)
Quarter Page Vertical (4.5 h x 3.25 w)

Ad Rates
Annual
Full = $100
Half = $75
Quarter = $50

One Issue
Full = $50
Half = $35
Quarter = $20

Note from the Editor:
Have you read an article you think other members might be interested in reading?
If so, you can share it for others to read in The Texas Docket.

Feel free to e-mail the article to me at lgentry@hkwwlaw.com

Local Associations,
please send your brags!
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